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SAcHAMENTo MUNiclPAL UTILITY DISTRICT D 6201 S Sitest. P.o Box 16c30, Sacramento CA 95862 1830.(916) 462i3211

AN ELECTRIC SYSTEM SERVING THE HEART OF CAUFORNIA

1
AGM/NUC 91-019 j

1
february 05, 1991 I

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn:. Document Control Desk

4

Washington, DC 20555 1

Docket No. 50-312 ,

Rancho Seco Nuclear Generating Station 'i
License No. DPR-54 1

HAIVER OF COMPLIANCE FROM TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 3.29 AND 4.34,
'

HETEOROLOGICAL MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION
.

Reference 1. D. Keuter (SMUD) to S. Helss (NRC) letter AGM/NUC 90-284, dated
December 4, 1990, Proposed Amendment'No. 182, Revision 2

Attention Seymour Weiss

The District hereby requests an interim' waiver of complia.nce from the full
requirements of Technical Specifications 3.29 and 4.34, "Neteorological
Monitoring Instrumentation," until NRC approval of the Permanently Defealed
Technical Specifications (PDTS). Also, the District requests an i verim' waiver
from the portion of Technical Specification 6.9.2.3.1, that requires incNsion'
of meteorological data in the Semiannual Radioactive Effluent Release Report,
until the NRC approves the PDTS.

Technical Specifications 3.29 and 4.34 are de.;igned to ensure the operability of
Rancho Seco's Meteorological Monitoring Instrumentation (HMI). This MNI
provides actual meteorological, data that is used in estimating potential
radiation doses to the public resulting from routine or. accidental releases of
radioactive material to the atn.osphere. Thic waiver request is based on the
following:

1. The defueled status of .the plant.

2. The Dibtrict's acknowledged intent to no.t operate Rancho Seco as a
nuclear facility.
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3. The HRC Confirmatory Order dated May 2, 1990, which prevents the District
from moving fuel into the Reactor Building without prior NRC approval.

4. The greatly reduced normal gaseous effluents and minimal potential
accident dose consequences associated with Rancho Seco in the defueled
conrHtton.

S. The Safety Analysis from Reference 1 included in this letter at
Attachment I that justifies excluding MMI requirements from the PDTS.

Attachment I is the Safety Analysis that supports the excluslon of HMI
requirements from the defueled plant Technical Specifications. Commitments
included in this Safety Analysis address the use of conservative default X/Q and
D/Q values and meteorology class in lieu of actual meteorological data. In
addition, the Safety Analysis provides the technical justification to support
NRC approval of the District's request for an interim waiver of compliance from
the full requirements of Technical Specifications 3.29 and 4.34 and the partial
requirement of Technical Specification 6.9.2.3.1 noted above. '

Haiving compliance from the requirements of Technical Specifications 3.29, 4.34,
and 6.9.2.3.1 as requested above while the plant remains tr: the current defueled
condition does not involve a significant hazards consideration or an
irreversible environmental consequence. The commitments associated with thli;
waiver require the use of conservative meteorological information in dose
calculations. This results in conservative dose calculations and anoverestimation of gaseous effluents. However, as described in Attachment I,
plant releases will still be ws11 below 10 CFR 20 and 10 CFR 50, Appendix I
values for normal plant operations, and well below 10 CFR 100 and plume exposure
Protective Action Guideline values for accidents. The waiver is requested toextend until the NRC approves the PDTS.

Members of your staff with questions requiring additional information or
clarification may contact Jerry Delezenski at (209) 333-2935, extension 4914.
Sincerely,

)

'
.

Dan R. Keuter
Assistant General Manager
Nuclear

Attachment

cc: C. Myers, NRC, Rancho Seco
J. B. Hartin, HRC, Halnut Creek t

| S. Reynolds, HRC, Rockvl11e
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ATTACHMENT I.
. .

Satety. Analy11s_ftmJht htm6ntatlLhtueleLItchntstLSotttfic Atlon
labnitiALthtLiugnor.t1Jialyer of _._tti. tie.ttorologicallonitoring

Insir_vmentatioILItthnit ELSatcitictilonleavifmenu
i

Specifications 3.29 and 4 34, 9|etesrological Monitoring Instrumentation," are
not included in the PDIS because the defueled condition Emergency Plan and- '

Effluent Control Program do nof require information from this instrumentation:to
provide protection of the public health and safety. The original bases-for this
specification was to ensure the availability of sufficient meteorological data' lfor estimating potential radiation doses to the public as a result of rodine or -laccidental releases of radioactive material to the atmosphere. This capability
was required to evaluate the need for initiating protective measures to protect
the health and safety of the public,

j
4

As a result of a p blic vote, Rancho Seco was shut down on June 7, 1989, and
completely defueled on December 8, 1989. Also, confirmatory Order dated May 2,
1990, prevunts the District from moving fuel'into the Reactor Building withoutprior HRC appfoval. As discussed in the granting of the' partial exemption to ,

10 CFR 55 (NRC to SMUD letter dated May '16.1990 TAC No. 75520) and in
Reference 1 on ongo 2 of the Safety Analysis Report', the design basis accidents
considered credible in the Permanently Defueled Mode APDH) are reduced to a loss
of Offsite Power and a Fuel Handling Accident- .

)
During a routine or accidental release of gaseous idioactive material, the
magnitude of the offsite doses is dictated primarily by the source term and the

|atmospheric dispersion coefficient, X/Q. The total number of curies of noble
gases and todines released is directly proportional to the offsite doses. With
the exception of Krypton-85, these isotopes have_ half-lives of only a few days- 4

and, therefore, have essentially-all decayed away since the reactor was shut
down Ovbr a year ago. Krypton-85 is now the predominant isotope in the gaseoussource term.

The accident analyses performed for the defueled condition concluded the
Krypton-85 source term is so- smallithat, during a design basis accident, the
total.whole-body dose to an intilvidual at_the site perimeter would be-only a few
millirems during the entire passage of the plume. . The resulting. total thyroid
dose would be only a small fraction of a millirem due to decay of the-shortlived lodines. Thus, the consequences of accidents considered credible in-the
defueled condition will be well within the 10 CfR 100 accident limits au the

,

'

plume exposure Protective Action Guidelines. These small doses result even
though the accident analyses assume default Class F meteorology andiX/Q =

:

6.33E-4 set /m3 ~ 9

Because of the extremely small source term that exists in the defueled
condition, it is expedient and conservative to use a default X/Q value in
calculations involving accidental releases of radioactive gaseous effluent,
-insteadofrelyingonioteorologicalmonitoringinstrumentationtoprovidethe- ;

data:n+eded to calculate actual X/Q values. Also,:the District has established .
a direct correlation'between Spent' fuel Pool area radiation monitor readingsiand: ,

!
the dose consequences at the. site boundary.following an-accident in the fuelStorage Buildlag. This correlation is used in the defueled condition Emergency -

Plan to evaluate the' consequences of an accidental airborne release from'the

e i .. . . . .~. .. . . .
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- Sately._Analysh from thelermanen11ylttueltd_lethninLSatsjDn11on
SubmLttaLthal_SupporisJaiver of theleitorologin1 lion 11oIhg

laittumen1 A11prLhc h n i e a 1 5 p er i f i e a t i ortReguinstal.1 -
| (Continued)

Fuel' Storage Building, employing an accident analysis default 'X/Q val'ue of
6.33E-4 secim3 Therefore, the eAtended decay time of.the trradiated fuel in
the Spent I,el Pool has obviated the need for meteorological monitoring
instrementation for emergency preparedness purposes in the PDH.

The meteorological monitoring instruasntdtlon provides the data needed to
determine the actual X/Q and D/Q values used to calculate the dose impact of
normal gaseous effluent. ;This calculated dose' impact is reported to the-NRC on-
a semlannual basis. Because_the plant has been shut down since A ne 1989, the
gaseous effluent source term:Is extremely _small, thus, it is possible to-use

,

conservative default XIQ and/or D/Q values to calculate: routine or accidental- ;releases of radioactivity, for example, as discussed above, it is no longer
necessary to retrieve data from the meteorological monitoring instrumentationduring an accident scenario. Instead, it is conservatively assumed that default-
Class F meteorology exists with co: responding X/Q = 6.33E-4 sec/m3 This-
conservative X/Q value was used in the evaluation that. determined the design
basis defueled condition accident'at Rancho Seco results-in a maximum whole bodydose of only a few millirems.

'

'

;; Likewise, for routine or normal- release: of radioactive gaseous effluent, data '

from metenruigical monitoring instrumsetction Is not needed in the PDH.
Routine radioactive gaseous efflue:it has reduced to almostlero since the plant
was shut down in June 1989. No measurable levels of-todines or-noble gases are
present in gaseous effluent. Only very small amounts of Tritium are detected in-
gaseous effluent discharged from the g. ant:

Instead of using actual X/Q and D/Q values to calculate the dose impact of
normal gaseous effluent to meet semiannual reporting requirements, use of a
conservatt ' default X/Q value (1.00E-4 sec/mJ) and D/Q value (1.00E-6 m-2),
based on bl.torical_. data, is-proposed.

~ Since X/Q and D/Q 1s-directly
proportional to the calculated dose, using a conservative X/Q and D/Q value will
ensure conservative reporting of the calculated dose impact of normal gaseous-
ef S ent resulting-from operation of_the facillty in the PDM.- Because the
source tere for normal gaseous effluent in the-PDM is extremely small, use of.a

, conservative X/Q and D/Q will result in conservative reporting of the normal'i
gaseous effluent dose, but_will not affect the plant's ability to meet the
10 CFR 20 release limits and theJ10 CFR 50, Appendlx I' dose guidelines.

To_111ustrate this last point, the following evaluation of gaseous effluent dose
data, X/Q data, and D/Q data is provided.

The post shatdown gaseous effluent quarterly dose data reported in-the
July-December 1989 and January-June 1990 Semlannual Radioactive Effluent ReleaseReports is presented below.

. __-
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SRff tvlnaly31Lfrom_thtJ_tratatatJLDifyeled IechataLSatcifJution - -!
SubmLttal_thtLSupportLHalttLof the Meteorolog.l.nLBonitoring--

IRittumtata t i on T e c h n i c al_S pt.c j f i c a t i on _R tqui r eme n ti
--(Cont i nued)-

3rd Qtr* - -4th.Qtr* .lst Qtr* 2nTQtr* :

'1989 1989* 1990 1990
-

g

-Ir.iti m . lodine d ttJIule.1e:-
Haximum Organ Dose 2. 91 E-2 '- 4.31E-2 2.18E-2: 1.71E-2| -j
Percent Tech Spec Limit _ 3.88E-1 5.75E-1. 2.91E-1: -2.28E-1 !

3

NoblLGal: ;
'

Gamma Air Dose .I.74E-4 1.51E-5: 0- 01
.

Percent Tech Spec Limit 3.48E 3 3~02E-43 0- : 0 := j.

Beta Air Dose 5.17E-4 cl.72E-3J -0 0 !
'

'

Percent Tech-Spec Limit _ 5.17E-3' =1.72E-2 , 0- Q t
i

* The Maximum Organ Dose is in mrem and the Gamma and: Beta Air Dose is
in mrad.

These calculated results are based o'n quarterly averaged X/Q and-D/Q values
generated from-meteorological monitoringilnstrumentation;-data collected during

-

the= applicable period. The: third quarter 1989 through second. quarter 1990 X/Q
and 0/Q values used are 2.30E-5 sec/m3 and 4.60E-7Jm-2, 2'30E-5 sec/m3 and

- -

-3.40E-7 m-2, 2.20E-5 sec/m3 and 4.10E-7 m-2, and-1,90E45:sec/mi and
.

3.00E-7 m-2, respectively.

If the proposed conservative default X/Q and D/Q valuesL(1.00E-4 sec/m3 and
1.00E-6 m-Z, respectively) are used instead of_ the X/Q and 0/Q values
calculated from actual meteorological data, the-following post shutdown gaseouseffluent quarterly doses result.

i
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SAf.ely Analysis _fIotthe_fernanentlLDefueled_ItchniciLLSpec1Ltration
SubmittaLihaLSupportLkla11erof the Hele.olologictLttonitoring

ins tJ.9 ment (tlon..] tthnicaL5 ptc1Lita_thnLRes ultements
(Continued)

!

3rd Qtr* 4th Qtr* lst Qtr* 2nd Qtr*
1989 1989 1990 19 90 ,,,,,,,,

11] tiunL_lostinedatilc.ulair:
Maximum Organ Dose 2.25E-1 2.59E-1 2.06E-1 1.59E-1
Percent Tech Spec Limit 3.00E+0 3.45E+0 2.75E+0 2.12E+0

Roble _ Gas:

Gamma Air Dose 7.57E-4 6.57E-5 0 0
Percent Tech Spec Limit 1.51E-2 1.31E-3 0 0
Beta Air Dose 2.25E-3 7.48E-3 0 0
Percent Tech Spec Limit _12.5L-2 7.4BE-2 0 0

* The Maximum Organ Dose is in mrem and the Gamma and Beta Air Dose is
in mrad.

By comparing the quarterly dose tables presented above, it is seen that the use
of a conservative default X/Q and D/Q value in the shutdown condition would
result in conservative reporting of dose, but would not affect the plant's
rLility to maintain releases within the 10 CFR 50, Appendix.I dose guidelines. *

The previous 10 quarters of X/Q and D/Q values calcula
meteorologicaldatarangetromahighof2.85E-5sec/mgedfromactual
sec/m3 and a high of 4.60E-7 m-2 to a low of 1.80E-5

to a low of 2.61E-7 m-2, respectively.
The ratio of the proposed conservative default X/Q and 0/Q values to actual
quarterly averaged X/Q and D/Q values range from 3.51 to 5.56 and 2.17 to 3.83,.respectively. Since X/Q and D/Q is directly proportional to the calculated-
dose, this range of ratios represents the degree of conservatism associated with
the proposed default X/Q and D/0 values.

Because of (1) the extremely small releases associated with Rancho Seco in thecurrent defueled condition, (2)
values have on reported. gaseous effluent doses, and (3)the conservative impact the proposed X/0 and D/Qthe lack of impact on
-the plant's ability to maintain the reported normal gaseous effluent doses
within the 10 CFR 50, Appendix I dose guidelines, it is expedient and
conservative to use the proposed conservative default X/Q (1.00E-4 sec/m3) and
D/Q (1.00E-6 m-2) values in lieu of actual values. Therefore, based on the
above analysis, meteorological monitoring instrumentation is not required to

--
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Saf elyLAnalys1LfInnLt hoferma nto Llk Def utl tLItchnic(L SnttLfic ation
Suhmittal thai _SuphnttLHalver ofJ.hn_&teorological Monitoring lIA51Lu!Deat1110LIGhn1031.SRtt. Lilt Lt10LRegu 1 r e me n t t '

-(Contlnued)

-- -

Jj
3support the derivation _of empirical: X/Q andLD/Q values for use in-calculations =

that assess the normal-gaseous effluentcdose impact,-and a Specification! d

addressing ths Operability requirements of meteorological-monitoring.
Instrumentation-is not' required to support the Effluent Control Program in the

-

PDH.
'

In summation,-the extremely.small' source term:that currently exists at: Rancho-
Seco justifies the use _of default X/Q and~ D/Q values in the evaluation-of.both
routine ~and'accioental releases ofLradioactivity. Using a conservative X/Q and H
D/Q value='n normal-gaseous effluent-dose calculations-and a standard default
X/0 value-in accident analysis dose evaluations, preempts the need to maintain-
meteorological monitoring Instrumentation in the:PDH.--:Therefore, a4
meteorological monitoring-instrumentation-Specification is not required in':the ;

= PDM and a waiver of-compliance-from the: requirements:of.SpecificationsL3'.29 and: 1
4.34 and'a waiver of. compliance from the:part of Specification 6.9.2.3.1, that-
requires inclusion of meteorological-data.in the Semlannual_ Radioactive Effluent
Release Report, should be granted until the PDTS are approved._

'

'
-

If meteorological information is; desired in relation to-an event at Rancho Seco
during the.defueled condition, it may be obtained from the National Weather i

Service in Sacramento.- !
'
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